FEATURED CASE STUDY
MULTI-PURPOSE COLLABORATION
WITH A CUSTOMER SERIVCE TOUCH

ENGAGE
Served as customer service
liaison to manage and
resolve customer service
issues.

DESIGN
• Provided with very specific
use case
• Developed a tangible
solution with ease of use
and end-users in mind
• Create elaborate space
with displays that could
work together, or function
independently
• Worked with customer to
design solution to meet its
evolving network needs

PARTNER

DEPARTMENT OF U.S. GOVERNMENT

DELIVER
• 17 total displays with 4 telepresence
endpoints in single collaboration
space
• 28 video inputs
• Unique touch panel interface

DELIGHT

The customer was very pleased with the
functionality, design and full outcome
of the room. The ZeroDay team has had
ongoing discussions about expanding our
partnership for other projects.
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THE STORY
Providing the full-service, ZeroDay touch isn’t just about getting a project done — it’s about
ushering the customer through every step of the way. We were tasked with assisting with the
desig of a multi-purpose collaboration space for a department of the U.S. Government.
For this project, the customer came with an idea, and ZeroDay helped designed a solution that
matched its needs. This behind-the-scenes project was very elaborate with 15 video screen
panels in a single room that could either be linked together or function independently.
Due to the nature of the project and the strict network protocols, the teams had to devise
a system that could function on and off the network, and be built with products from the
government’s approved list. Not only was ZeroDay able to develop a tangible solution with
ease-of-use and end-users in mind, it also was able to act as a communication liaison to ensure
the project’s needs were met. The teams were also able to keep the highly-specialized project
moving along in a timely fashion, meeting all deadlines.
Keeping in line with the ZeroDay customer service mantra, the team acted as an intermediary
and resolved any customer service issues as they arose. The team also kept a strong business
relationship after the job was complete.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
“It was a very unique project, both in size and
scope. They had a very elaborate room and they
were able to showcase it how they wanted —
they were thrilled with the outcome.”
— Tommy Seidel | Solutions Architect
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